BasicShit is a waste recycling collective creating utility products and structures in public places. Since its inception, our goal has been to develop accessible toilet units targeting sanitation woes plaguing major cities and the country in general, with human centric design at the core of all projects. The focus isn't just the creation of structures but also ensuring waste management by converting human waste into usable by-products.
PLACEMENT

Option - 1

Option - 2
LOOK AND FEEL OF THE DESIGN
SCOPE OF WORK & GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

Toilet Structure is flat pack modular type, pre-fabricated public toilet with toilet seats made of stainless steel.

Amount per unit
Unit - 1 Girls Toilet  -  INR 2,35,000/- per unit plus GST.
Unit - 2 Boys Toilet  -  INR 2,45,000/- per unit plus GST.
(Add on comes with extra cost, transport not included)

Payment Terms

Project awarded & initiation stage  60% (Advance)
Delivery of Units at Location/Site  40%
Form of Payment  Direct Deposit via RTGS or NEFT

Timelines

Delivery Time  10 days (80% units)
Installation Time on sites for 20% units  Approx. 2-3 Days
TRUST US!
This shit’s worth it ;-)